
THE SURPLUS

"The Surplus" is the tenth episode of the fifth season of the television series The Office, and the show's eighty-second
episode overall. The episode aired in the.

When Michael opens up the floor for suggestions, factions break out and officemates square off against one
another in order to get what they want. This often results in higher price tags than consumers have been
paying, thus benefiting the businesses. Amusing Details Edit When Michael is in the kitchen after giving his
ultimatum, he can be seen pouring sugar into a diet cola. The song is commonly used at weddings as the
processional. Michael intends to use the money to splurge at his favorite clothing store. We saw a new side of
Pam tonight, a more cold-blooded, calculating dimension that put getting her way above office unity. A
surplus of perishable commodities like grains could cause a permanent loss, as inventory spoils and the items
become unsellable. Angela appears to be very happy with Dwight and tells him that she made a mistake
getting together with Andy. Advertisement This of course tips the scales firmly on the side of pocketing the
excess moolah. Michael is split between whether to side with Pam or the rest of the office until he learns that
if he can keep fifteen percent of the surplus money if he doesn't spend the windfall. How were your
Thanksgiving celebrations? Sellers are constantly competing with other vendors to move as much product as
possible, at the best value. Michael had to have bought his fur coat somewhere between him finding out about
the bonus and Oscar and Pam deciding to go with new chairs. Throughout the day, Jim and Pam try to get
each other to switch sides. Advertisement I definitely thought this was one instance where the show went big
and wacky and broad at the expense of verisimilitude and quality. Though I can't really say too much or be
more specific for legal reasons, I traveled to an exotic destination and watched in horror as the veteran of a
popular seventies cop show did a crude pantomime of an adult sex offender raping a twelve-month-old. He
instead suggests that they get the air quality in the office tested saying that there is radon coming from
downstairs and asbestos coming from the ceiling, and calls them "silent killers", to which Michael replies that
Toby is the silent killer. They became notorious in the First and Second World War for hunting Allied cargo
ships and for their high casualty rates; of the 40, U-boat sailors in World War II, 30, never returned. Michael
does not choose a side, because he does not want to be the bad guy, so both sides start warming up to him to
win him over. Michael becomes indecisive again and, unable to take the employees' intrusive behavior
anymore, delegates the decision-making to them, hoping that they will be unable to come to a consensus by
the day's end and enable him to take the bonus. Michael still remains indecisive regarding what to buy, so he
brings in a third party: Hank Hugh Dane the security guard. Jim John Krasinski takes Oscar's side, much to
Pam's shock, because he started making copies himself since he and Pam started dating asking Pam to make
copies makes him feel awkward and knows how bad the copier is, while the rest of the employees side with
Pam. He was only doing it for educational purposes, to illustrate how quickly a subsection of the criminal
community he called "pukes" could go from beating it to a girly magazine to stalking playgrounds in search of
fresh prey but it nevertheless scarred me for life. A producer surplus occurs when goods are sold at a higher
price than the lowest price the producer was willing to sell for. Hey, let's talk about The Office!


